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And there came a day, a day unlike any other,

flavors for the criminal element: Justice and Hard Justice. The living
embodiment of every sleazy, tough as nails, slightly deranged police
officer ever committed to celluloid ...

.

when humanity called .out for a hero and (due to a
processing error) bore witness to the unification of
EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HEROES! (well, the
only three available)

HE IS
TRIGGER MCBUI.I.IT
EX-COP ON THE EDGE!

Billionaire industrialist and master detective! With the resources
and technology (but without the motivation or attention span) to
cure diseases, end war, travel to other planets, impregnate human
males, bring peace to the Middle East, and accurately predict Ameri~
ca's Next Top Model! Cloned from the relatively unknown but immac~
ulately preserved braided rat~tail of Abraham Lincoln in an attempt
to create the ultimate American ...

Got a job too dirty for your own government's involvement? Need
an entire South African death squad to quietly disappear? Perhaps
you've got a terrorist figurehead in need of hunting down, cut to
ribbons, and forced to sign an apology with his own spleen? No job
is too dirty, no man untouchable, and no mercy ~ill be shown. The
son of the KGB's most ruthless spetsnaz operative, deadly with a
blade and deadlier with his bare hands, more man than John Rambo,
Walker Texas Ranger, and Uncle Jesse from Full House ...

HE IS LINCOI.N COLD!
Abandoned as a child in the harsh, unforgiving environs of the Cir~
cus Circus hotel and casino in Las Vegas, Nevada, he is no stranger
to terror that would cripple most men. Raised by casino cleaning staff
and aerial acrobats, he developed a violent contempt for his fellow
man early in life. His passionate vitriol led him to the legendary
ranks of the Las Vegas Police Department, serving up two distinct

HE IS
BOOTKNIFE JACKSON!
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Now, after saving the world from an evil cabal of irradiated suicide bombers,
these three heroes offer their services to the world. Got a job too big for your
everyday police force? Has danger reared its ugly head in your town? Do you
have an exorbitant amount of money to spend? Then there's only one team for
the job ...

THE MII.I.ION DOI.I.AR
lINCOI.NS!
In the hazy, smoke-filled offices of the Million Dollar Lincolns, on a frustratingly
peaceful Wednesday afternoon in the middle of July, Bootknife Jackson held a mir
ror in one hand and a 30-inch machete in the other. With the skill and focus of a
thousand ER surgeons he silently trimmed his beard with the gleaming, razor sharp
blade, gracefully cutting his coarse and manly beard into submission. As his eyes
wandered to the reflection of the corkboard behind him, Bootknife smiled at an
old black and white photo of his father, Vladimir Vyatich, the most savagely effi
cient son of glorious Mother Russia that ever lived. In the photo, Vladimir stood
beside a hospital bed; his leathered face desperately contorting into something
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vaguely resembling a playful smirk. To his right, scattered around the bed, were
the nearly unrecognizable remains of a man who knew too much. Around the area
where a torso previously existed crouched a massive doberman pinscher. The dog's
blood-soaked jaws pulling apart to welcome an ankle Vladimir presumably tossed
towards it.

THE SECRET ORICIN OF
BOOTKNIFE JACKSON
Seven-year-old Bootknife Jackson stood rigid and straight on a bleak and chiUy Nooem
ber afternoon at the mouth of the Hudson River. Behind him, the old immigrant station
so many foreigners passed through in the last century , cold and uninviting in the thick fog .
To his left stood one of the most ruthless and unmercifuUy cold kiUers of the 20th century.
Vladimir Vyatich could have passed for one of those irritating living-statue street perform
ers were it not for his little boy tugging at the sleeve of his woolen peacoat. "Weak, like a
woman, just like smaU girl" the hardened Soviet Super-Soldier thought to himself in broken
English, "Is time to teach him family tradition ."

"Papa?" Bootknife squeaked, stumbling backward as his huge father grabbed him with
hands like 2x4s and stood back up. The child's spindly legs groped for land while his tiny
shoulders trembled in Vladimir's grip.
"Little Bootknife," Vladimir spat, "It is time for you to learn life is shit and only stron
gest little soldier will be of any use . So. "
Bootknife shrieked as his father held him over his balding head and tossed him skyward.
His tiny body spiraled as he traveled in a perfect arc and plummeted into the murky,
freezing cold Hudson River. He twisted his body, heavy with his saturated clothes, to face
the surface before the darkness consumed him, and saw his Papa's disappointed face star
ing down into the depths .
Bootknife smiled, as if remembering a good joke, and set down his machete.
"Good old Papa."
Across the room Trigger McBullit sensed Bootknife's not-so-miserable demeanor
and it pissed him off. In fact, there wasn't much that didn't piss Trigger off, from
smiling infants to cheerful old biddies. Trigger was regularly offended by the happi
ness of his fellow man. Rancid sweat dripped from every pore, soaking his heavily
starched white button-up, making it almost transparent. He held two cigarettes
between his fingers and lit them with a silver Zippo lighter, the words FUCK
COMMUNISM engraved expertly along the side. Slamming the lighter
down on his desk, sending ashtrays and empty bottles of Wild Turkey
everywhere, Trigger inhaled both cigarettes simultaneously and glared at
his colleague.
"What the shit are you smiling about, Jackson?" he spit, his words
oozing with loathsome venom.
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Little Bootknife looked out on the Hudson with a bored frown, wondering why his
father had forced him into the family jalopy and driven them, flask firm in hand , all the
way to Eastern New York . "Papa," he whined, "when are we going to Coney Island,
Papa? You said we could." His father grimaced at the high-pitched bitching, looking away
from the river and down to the product of his seed. It had been such a disappointment
when the child emerged both crying and shrieking, rather than the horrifying show Vladi
mir put on as he was ejected into the world. Vladimir had been on the edge since day one ,
literally strangling his mother with his own umbilical cord.
No one had ever seen a newborn leap before. Nobody ever imagined a baby could
fathom the idea of a garrote , let alone an umbilical one . Bootknife, however, emerged like
a wet paper bag with overactive vocal cords, killing his mother with "complications" rather
than brute, infantile force. As the newborn screamed and shook, glistening under the dim
light of the delivery room, Vladimir assured himself this embarrassingly normal birth and
average death was due to his wife's weak peasant genes . Old Papa Vyatich never approved
of her, but damn that woman had fantastic gams.
He pulled his gloved hand away from the squirming child and squatted down to look
him in the eyes . "My Son, years ago your Mother, God rest her soul, come to this island
in search of safe and prosperous life for the maggot gestating inside her. I left wonderful
homeland and fulfilling work for your sake, little one, and you thank me by killing your
Mother, God rest her soul , before you took first breath." Bootknife's face melted down
wards into a frightened stare, like a terrified puppy, as his father's tone went icier than
usual .

What the shit
are you smiling
about,Jackson?
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And for God's sake, buy a
new shirt. You'll frighten
the clientele with your
sweaty, sagging tits.

Bootknife, who had become accustomed to these frequent
sudden outbursts over the last six months, picked his machete
back up and pointed it at his irate partner. "I will cut off your fat
head and wear it as a glove if you continue this shit," he shouted,
thrusting the blade to add the proper amount of emphasis. "And
for God's sake, buy a new shirt. You'll frighten the clientele with
your sweaty, sagging tits."
Trigger reached for his gun without even pausing to look at his swollen,
sweat-drenched potbelly. Bootknife, with inhuman swiftness, tumbled away
from his chair and crouched down, tensing his massive legs before propelling
himself like a spring across the office, landing directly behind his fuming colleague.
As the cold edge of the blade hung centimeters from his throat, Trigger whipped an
arm around, spitting one of the cigarettes from his lips and pushing his gun barrel
firmly into Bootknife's temple.
"I will tear your throat out and feed it to my father's dogs!" Bootknife snarled.
"Eat shit in hell, you commie pissant!"
"I'm not a communist you asshole! I was born in Detroit!"
Trigger paused for half a second, puffing on the Pall Mall
100 still dangling from his chapped and scabby lips.
"Well you look like one!" he screamed, pushing his
Eat shit in hell, you
massive handgun against Bootknife's thick skull with
all the strength he could muster. Below the chair a
commie pissant!
puddle of sweat formed, growing slightly as the two
testosterone-fueled behemoths screamed like demons
caught in the throes of passion.

I'm not a communist
you asshole! I was
born in Detroit!
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Trigger's friends and guardians at the hotel bought him a prostitute to celebrate his 18th
birthday and legal independence . But this gift would tum out like his loss of virginity and
Trigger would wonder for years whether or not his friends knew she was a he.
It was a combination of his morbid obsession with "Police Academy" films and a
general thirst for violence that prompted Trigger to become a police officer. After grow
ing up on The Strip, fantasizing constantly about exterminating legions of tourists, street
Trigger had never been too fond of the elderly. His superiors knew this. Imagine growing
vendors, magicians, and snooty club-goers, he figured the LVPD was the only reasonable
up in a casino, constantly faced with the withering visage of chain-smoking, doddering old
way to dole out his own skewed and prejudiced brand of justice.
retirees: PuU that one-armed-bandit. Flick that four inches of ash from the Virginia Slim
On his 21 st birthday Trigger Pudich legaUy changed his name to Trigger McBuUitt
Ultra Light 120. Cough that nasty phlegm onto the LCD screen, spinning oranges
and signed up for the academy . It was nothing like Steve Gutenberg promised.
and cherries and diamonds and monkeys. Fart, drink, and repeat
By the age of 26 Trigger made lieutenant, was overseeing three
until Sam.
sergeants, and loved his job more than any living creature . While his
Trigger's guardians (if you can caU a debaucherous, irrespon
methods seemed, to some, slightly deranged and over the top, his track
McBullitt's a
sible, drug-addled troupe of trapeze artisu that) mostly let him
record was "irritatingly fucking impeccable," according to Trigger's
wander around the labyrinthine Italli and game' floors of the Circus
superiors . "McBullitt's a supercop, that's for damned sure," Deputy
supercop, that's
Circus as he pleased, exposing him constantly to a world of tourists,
Chief
of Police Luftwaffe once mused over a steaming cup of stale cof
for damned sure
tramps, and table games that one should rarely experience for more
fee, "but mark my words, the kid is gonna go off the fucking handle one of
than four days and five nights at a time . By the age of eight, Trigger
these days and embarrass the force. Now gimme a cigarette ."
was smoking half-burned, lipstick stained cigarettes swiped from bulging
And he was right . Boy, was he ever right.
ashtrays and sipping on abandoned cocktails as if they were juice-boxes.
He was very quickly becoming another set piece in the peripheral vision of sweaty
"Hey fellas, do you think you could keep the noise down a bit?" inquired Lincoln
Las Vegas tourists .
Gold, looking up from his newspaper for the first time since Bootknife and Trig
He was 12 when he lost his virginity. To a cross-dresser.
ger's previous lunchtime scrap. "I know you're bored, but can't a man, or clone,
When Trigger turned 16 he was put to work in the casino as a cleaning boy. This suited
read the lifestyle section in peace?"
him just fine as he was stiU too young to purchase cigarettes or pornography and his job
To look at Lincoln Gold is to truly appreciate the monumental and highly
afforded him opportunities to steal both from guests when they were away from their
secretive advances in the government's human genetics program. He was a flawless
rooms . He unwittingly ruined more than a dozen relationships in the first year alone as
physical copy of the man who led the defeat of the secessionist Confederacy, right
clients received their lists of charges: "Innocent Nymphets IV? You bought porn on our
down to the infamous beard originally grown in 1860. Som~ argued his "righteous
honeymoon?" Trigger felt bad the first time he witnessed a front lobby blow-up, but this
beard" was the greater scientific accomplishment, having grown from the early
feeling graduaUy turned to contemptuous pride . His environment was slowly turning him
stages of his incubation, matching the progress of the original Lincoln's beard with
into the spiteful bastard he would inevitably become.

SECRET ORICIN OF
CER MCBUI.I.ITT
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incredible accuracy. Of course, the peoplt! who subscribe to
a long period of docile downtime as their feral bloodlust
this argument are the people who voted passionately against
boiled just below the surface. Most savage assassins,
though, would barely earn in a full year what Bootknife
the thirty billion dollar cost of PROJECT: ABRAHAM
In the name of the
in the first place. Regardless, from his skinny neck to his
Jackson took home in two weeks, and as a man of very
holy fucking mother...
protruding forehead and truly righteous beard, Lincoln Gold
expensive tastes (prostitutes, rugs, tanks, swordfish, celeb
was a stunning scientific achievement.
rity prostitutes, etc.), he had decided to ride this gravy
when are we going to
McBullit and Bootknife hesitated for a moment before
train
until it came to an inevitably fiery and violent end.
get 50me work?
reluctantly pulling away from each other. As Bootknife
The irate and impatient Trigger McBullit, however, had
sheathed the machete on his hip, he leaned into McBul
been considerably more difficult to satisfy in his downtime.
lit's ear and whispered, "You have a horse's name, you
Even with a healthy supply of money and drugs, Trigger
foo!''' Before Trigger could move his arm, Bootknife envel
had become increasingly restless and unpredictable (something
oped the gun with a massive hand and dropped it on the filthy, ash-coated desk.
Lincoln and Bootknife hadn't thought possible). Two weeks prior he
The defeated ex-cop slumped in his chair and grumbled, simultaneously lighting
was bailed out of jail after throwing an old and decrepit woman into a
another cigarette and pulling a fifth ofJim Beam from his desk drawer. He took
busy intersection moments after she had asked for help crossing the street. This was
a swig from the whiskey like an infant on its mother's breast and looked over
the fourth time in a few months a police chief was paid off to "misplace" documents
related to Trigger's extracurricular activities. Every man has his boiling point, but
at Lincoln.
Trigger looked ready to go nuclear in recent weeks. Lincoln rubbed his temples and
"Gold, in the name of the holy fucking mother," he moaned as he came up for
looked up at Trigger.
air, "when are we going to get some work?"
"SCCHHHNOOORRK." From somewhere within the bowels of Trigger's filthy,
Lincoln looked over at the sweating, smoking, bitching mess and sighed to
himself. Three months had passed since their last serious job and if it weren't for
cluttered desk a large amount of cocaine, pure and white as virgin snow, had been
his weekend gig as a billionaire industrialist, Lincoln Gold would run this private
produced. Trigger whipped his head back, plugging his left nostril, and snorted
investigation office by himself. Bootknife had been easy to please, which Lincoln
down any straggling chunks of blow that may have remained in his nose. He tossed
appreciated. Most savage assassins like Bootknife wouldn't be able to handle such
a rolled up fifty dollar bill onto the desk and began to laugh hysterically, pounding
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I'm BORED, you fucking
the mahogany with his sweaty fist, scattering white
moving his handgun away
monstrosity of science!
powder every which way. "That's the stuff!" he
from the unimpressed Boot
screamed, pounding his chest, "That's where it's at!"
knife, Trigger began to sob
That's the stuff!
Lincoln and Bootknife stared incredulously at
as he put it to his beet-red
That's where it's at!
their colleague as Trigger took his handgun and
head again.
scooped a bump of the white stuff onto the barrel. As
"I can't handle this any longer, Gold. I haven't felt this useless
Trigger leaned in and snorted again, Lincoln shook
and unappreciated since my first marriage. When are we going to get a
off the disbelief and stood up for the first time in hours; his
proper case again? When are we going to actually do our job? And when
lanky frame shaking in a nervous mix of anxiety and anger.
the fuck will I get to shoot at someone other than that commie lummox again?"
Slamming his palms down on his Oval Office desk replica, Lincoln scowled disap
Tears and snot mixed with the unending flow of sweat and, making things just a
provingly at the deranged cop. "Cocaine!" he shrieked, startling Trigger and caus
little uglier, blood trickled from his abused nasal cavity.
ing him to drop his gun, which, thankfully, did not go off. Raising an eyebrow and
"We'll get another call, Trigger," Lincoln said, while motioning discreetly to
looking genuinely confused, Trigger shrugged his wide shoulders and asked "What?
Bootknife. "It's only a matter of time before the police or the government or an
What's the problem?"
incredibly wealthy citizen needs our services again. We're the Million Dollar Lin
"What's the problem?" Lincoln screeched, "What do you think the problem is?
coins for God's sake; how could we ever cease to be relevant?" Lincoln's eyes darted
You're doing cocaine! What happened to painkillers and reefer?"
back to Bootknife as the broken husk of a man between them buried his face in his
"Wanted to try something new," Trigger mumbled, going down on another line.
hands, tears rolling down the cold steel of his weapon.
"Trigger, for God's sake! You're a nervous wreck when you sleep! You're out
Bootknife nodded and, without moving the rest of his body, reached his hand
of control on the rare occasions you're sober! Why in Christ's name are you
into an open drawer. Rummaging discreetly for a few seconds, Bootknife's sausage
doing cocaine?"
like fingers filled in for his preoccupied eyes, before producing a seven-gauge hypo
Whatever temporary composure Trigger McBullit had maintained disappeared
dermic needle filled with a fluorescent green liquid. Bootknife smiled, licking his
completely as he jumped out of his chair, picked it up, and hurled it across the
lips in anticipation like a lion preparing to gorge itself on a gimpy, hobbling gazelle.
room. The chair slammed into the bathroom door, splintering and cracking on
His dark eyes glimmered as he nodded to the slightly panicked clone of Abraham
Lincoln, gripping the needle by the tip, as if it were a throwing blade.
contact. Trigger picked up his gun and started brandishing it about, waving it back
and forth from Bootknife to LincClln before.finally pressing the gun against his left
Trigger continued to sob, his stocky frame heaving and quivering with an intense
temple. "I'm BORED, you fucking monstrosity of science! I want to see action
emotion neither Bootknife nor Lincoln had ever witnessed. Lincoln opened his
arms like a doting mother, "C'mere man, you're alright, you're okay," he said, nod
again! I'm sick of finding missing pets and fucking runaway children! I want to
take down another prostitution ring and bang the hookers into oblivion! I want to
ding back to the grinning madman with the needle and mouthing the word NOW.
infiltrate another organized crime ring and steal all their drugs and guns and TVs!"
Trigger wiped his eyes and bloody nose with a stained sleeve, starting to stutter
"McBullit, c'mon, put the damn gun down," Bootknife interjected as his psy
something in a softer, less psychotic tone.
chotic partner stopped to take a breath. "You're being ridiculous."
"I-I-I'm sor-" is all Trigger managed before Bootknife gracefully hurled the
"Ridiculous? I'll show you ridiculous! A filthy communist with a hole in his
hypodermic needle through the air, planting it deep in the rolls of Trigger's flabby,
fucking head! How's that for ridiculous?" Trigger shrieked as he whipped the gun
glistening neck. His mouth went wide, an 0 of surprise and confusion, as he was
back toward Bootknife, his hand shaking uncontrollably, his grip slick and loose
tackled by Bootknife Jackson's full force from behind. "Glory to Mother Russia
with sweat.
you ignorant prick!" Jackson howled in delight, pinning Trigger to the ground
"Oh, not this again," Lincoln moaned, "Trigger, just calm
and slamming the syringe's plunger down with his fist, injecting
down for a minute, please. Look at yourself, man. You're los
a potent animal tranquilizer into his struggling partner's blood
ing it. I know you're a cop on the edge by nature, but you
stream. Lincoln stepped out of the way, a mix of relief and pity
Glory to Mother
careened over that edge weeks ago. It's not endearing any
painted across his face, and wondered how many more vials of
Russia
you
more, it's distracting."
tranquilizers he'd go through before the year's end.
Despite the honest, obviously concerned words of his employer
Amidst the howling, the wrestling, the expletives, and the
ignorant prick!
and friend, the twitching, sweating, mess of a man was blinded by
THWAP! of flesh pounding flesh came a slightly unfamiliar ring
his drug-fueled rage. He was more cartoon than man at this point,
ing sound, like an ex-girlfriend on the phone for the first time in
with steam practically spewing from his coke-dusted nostrils. Slowly
years. It persisted and, for a moment, the three men didn't connect the tone
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..:W~i;th~it:S:po:i:n:tlof origin. "What the fuck is that sound,
Lincoln?" Bootknife shouted as he
punched the nearly unconscious Trigger
repeatedly in the back of the head.
What the fuck is that
"It's distracting me!"
With his final spark of energy before
souna, Lincoln?
succumbing to unconsciousness, Trigger
shot his hand up, struggling to extend
his finger. His shaking hand motioned
to Lincoln's desk, where a light on the
fire-engine red telephone was blinking. He tried
to muster the strength for one more word, but col
lapsed back to the floor like a piano dropped from
a window. Bootknife and Lincoln looked to the ringing hotline phone as if it had
sprouted hands, a mouth, and began performing fellatio.
"The phone!" Lincoln roared, overjoyed and filled with a sudden glee.
"My God .. . it really is" Bootknife whispered, a hopeful smile inching across his
weathered face, "Is it finally time to get back to business?"
"Let's find out." Lincoln grabbed the phone and cleared his throat, smiling at
Bootknife and their drugged partner. "Good afternoon, Million Dollar Lincolns,
Lincoln Gold here." Leaning back and arching a caterpillar eyebrow, Lincoln
'eamed with delight. "Nick, you old scallywag, it's so good to hear your voice."

"We'll find out everything at the Golden
Gecko," Lincoln said, standing up and hooking
his thumbs into his suspenders. He snapped
I
them to add emphasis. "We've got a dinner
Alexanares!
date with Bruce Alexandres."
From across the room a gunshot rang out, rain
ing mortar, wood chips, and shards of glass down
on Trigger's fat head. From the floor above a cat
let out a blood-curdling yowl, and its owner thumped around
shrieking. Trigger's partners spun around, Bootknife brandish
ing a diamond encrusted letter opener from Lincoln's desk. "What
in the name of fuck, McBullit?" he roared.
Trigger stood still, covered in ceiling debris. "I hate Bruce Alexandres!"

hate6ruce

Who is Bruce Alexandres? What madcap
assignment could be lined up for the
Lincolns? What is the secret origin of Lin..
coIn Gold? Flip to page 87 for all this and
shots of tequila in the next outrageous
installment of...

:Half an hour later Lincoln slammed the phone down and pulled a corncob pipe
from his desk drawer, lighting it! gingerly With a flimsy cardboard matchstick. He
puffed introspectively, a wry grin on his chiseled mug, and looked to Bootknife,
staring back intently. "So. Who was it?" he asked Lincoln. "Are we go for launch?"
Beneath his beefy buttocks Trigger stirred, prompting Bootknife to punch him
absentmindedly.
"That was my good friend Mr. Knax from LinCorp," Lincoln said, idly fingering
his pipe.
"Ha! Hahahaha!" Trigger exploded with a drowsy laughter, jolting Bootknife up
from his chubby perch.
Bootknife shot Trigger a sideways glare, trying to ignore the outburst. "What did
he have to say?" Trigger continued to giggle as he pulled himself up off of the floor
and moved to his desk, rummaging through the clutter. "Whiskey, whiske;y , whiskey"
he whispered, throwing empty bottles and half-spent bags of cocaine aside.
"Well, apparently he owes someone a favor, and decided it'd be easier to have us
do the job than move his fat ass for more than two minutes."
Bootknife scratched his bearded chin with a thumb and forefinger. "We will be
paid for this, correct? Tell me this isn't another pro-bono thing."
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